OUTSIDE BOSSES
DISRESPECTING WORKERS

IT’S TIME FOR OUR HOSPITAL TO HOLD MORRISON AND CROTHALL ACCOUNTABLE OR SEND THEM PACKING

EVS WORKERS
No Chemotherapy bags for two months.
Constant shortage of cleaning rags.
No response to our concerns that the cleaning solution Oxycide burns our eyes and throats.
Federal studies have shown that Oxycide can make workers feel sick, but Morrison/Crothall tells us to “Get used to it.”

FOOD SERVICE WORKERS
Management is hostile and disrespectful to workers.
We are yelled at in front of customers.
The rebid has resulted in less staff and more harassment of workers trying to do their jobs as fast as possible.
Bullying bosses have injured one worker, thrown papers at other workers and snatched money from workers as they ask for change.

HOW CAN CHILDREN’S ALLOW RE-BIDS WHEN THE HOSPITAL IS SO DIRTY?
WE CARE ABOUT OUR CHILDREN IN OAKLAND. THEY DESERVE BETTER THAN THIS. AND SO DO WE!
MORRISON HEALTHCARE AND CROTHALL HEALTHCARE ARE OWNED BY THE SAME CORPORATION, AND THEY BOTH ABUSE WORKERS.
IT’S TIME FOR CHILDREN’S TO TELL MORRISON/CROTHALL: SHAPE UP OR SHIP OUT.